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Meeting Held: Wednesday 24 June 2020, Council Chambers, Kāpiti Coast District
Council, Rimu Rd, Paraparaumu.

1. Welcome and safety briefing:   Bernie Randall welcomed everyone and called
the meeting to order.  Bernie then pointed out conveniences, the fire exit doors and
informed the group what to do in an emergency.

2. Present:  Richard Robertson, Karyn Crocker, Carol Evans, Claire Rewi (KCDC),
Trevor Daniell, Kevin Burrows, Kara Kearney (KCDC), Shirley Clarke, Kathy Spiers,
Beverley Chappell, Councillor Bernie Randall, Rachel Kirsopp (Grey Power), Fred
Davey, Margaret Stevenson-Wright, Jacky Renouf, Sonya Sloan, Jenny Glen,
Margie Evan Eyssle, Nancy Pollock

3. Apologies: John Hayes, David Swallows, Maata Henderson, Jill Stansfield, Bryan
Millar

Matters arising from February 2020 minutes: Trevor noted that OPC had been
planning to put in a submission to NZTA around footpaths in conjunction with Age
Concern and Grey Power.  However, due to Covid-19 this didn’t happen.  Grey
Power did proceed with a submission as did the Kāpiti Coast District Council arguing
that Council should be able to make its own bylaws. A consultation document is
being produced to allow for further input. It was also noted that Martin had presented
his Work Plan Report to Council as per the last minutes.  Karyn moved that the
minutes were accepted and Kevin seconded.

4. Report on Council Business

Claire spoke about the submissions for the Beach bylaw and Sustainable Transport
and noted there was still time for submissions to these. In regards to the Annual Plan
process however, there is no ability to submit any feedback into this as there is a
statutory requirement around timing.  Claire will send links for the Sustainable
Transport and Beach bylaws so people can submit.

Claire noted that a joint project had been undertaken by KCDC, Age Concern,
Neighbourhood Support, Kāpiti Kindness Trust, KYS and Zeal.  A brochure has gone
out in conjunction with these groups to thank the public for their resilience during
Lockdown.  The brochure also contained contact details of these support networks.
Leftover OPC budget was used for this.

5. CWB Advisory Group Update

Jenny noted the CWB was one of the best committees she had been on.  Jenny
noted they had been meeting via Zoom over the past month or so.  CWB were
looking at Otaraua Park and ideas around this. Noted the integration of horse tracks
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in the community is impressive.  Ferndale track development discussed at the CWB. 
Jenny stated she had been thinking about resigning from the CWB Group as felt she
doesn’t have anything to contribute as OPC rarely give feedback to her to take to the
group.  However, Jenny felt that OPC should be presented at the CWB and
encouraged everyone to provide feedback for her to take to CWB.  It was noted that
many more dogs had been walked during Covid-19 and horses ridden therefore a
few issues had arisen over the past few months. It was suggested that perhaps a
new “share the road, share the path” campaign could be undertaken.  Rachel noted
perhaps more bins could be made available for dog poo.  The issue of people not
picking up horse poo was raised.  Fred noted that horse poo did not need to be
collected by owners as per Council regulations although he believed this was not a
good stance.

Electric bikes were mentioned by more than one person in regards to the danger
these posed in terms of speed.  Jenny was keen to take a statement from OPC
around e-bikes and the speed they are ridden. It was the consensus of the group to
express the views shared at OPC with the CWB.  Trevor moved that OPC write to
the CWB expressing the concerns around walkways.  Sonya will write a statement as
per these discussions and pass on to Jenny to take to CWB.  In the first instance,
Sonya will share the statement with Claire who will circulate this to everyone for any
objections/input. Noted that GWRC had put gates in at the south end of QE Park
and this is an issue for older people who can no longer access the beach.  Jenny did
point out that the group is CWB, not footpaths.

Trevor, as part of his submission, had asked that the e-bike etc needed to be able to
make a noise to make people aware of them.  Trevor also noted in the submission
that footpaths are for pedestrians.

Martin shared his view that he hoped Jenny wouldn’t resign from the CWB Advisory
Group as advocacy and submissions were important.  Martin believed views from
OPC were important and should be heard.

Margaret noted animals also had trouble hearing e-bikes and incidents involving
animals and e-bikes had increased.

6. Road Safety Advisory Group Update

Sonya noted there was nothing to currently report.  The next meeting is 20th July.
The lights on Kāpiti Rd at Arawhata was raised.  The red arrow comes on and stays
on even though the main light is green so people can’t turn even if it is safe to do so
as they can on Kāpiti Rd/Amohia St intersection.  Sonya believed it was sequencing
issues on all the lights on Kāpiti Rd.  Kathy and Bernie have contacted Sean Mallon
around this already.  Sonya believed there needed to be more enforcement on Kāpiti
Rd as people are going through red lights.  Sean has told Kathy and Bernie that this
is being looked into and the reply will be shared with the group.

The Raumati/Paraparaumu Community Board meeting presentation from Glen
O’Connor on improvements at Raumati Beach.  Community Board will be setting up
a consultation process in conjunction with KCDC.  Work being done over the next
few years.  Looking to set up in an empty shop as an information hub to share details
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of improvements and consult with the community.  Once all consultation finished the
plans can be brought back to the group.  Martin in conjunction with PCB has set up a
stall at the markets on Saturdays as an interface with the community.  The issue of
damage to the footpath in Seaview Rd was raised by a member of the public and
Martin wondered if the group could be a conduit to CWB/Road Safety on such
matters. 

AP: Martin to follow up with Glen as Seaview Rd work was due to be done in this
financial year.

Margaret S-W – Park Rd market due to re-open in early July.  Market is working
towards meeting regulatory requirements.  Library – this is a priority and a group is
up and running to work towards a community wide acceptable solution.

Bernie asked Martin to speak around health as this is another of his portfolios.
Martin spoke about Covid-19 and believes Council did a fantastic job in terms of
taking matters online.  Council followed MOH directives in a very fluid situation.
Martin noted that James Jefferson was head of Welfare Team and Martin believed
he performed this role very effectively.

Martin spoke about the self-isolation support group which was started prior to
Lockdown by Sophie Hanford and had 2.5K followers on Facebook.  During the lead
in to Lockdown the group had distributed 10K flyers with relevant information.  Martin
mentored this group with advice and support.  Noted how the community support
groups and community stepped up during Lockdown.  Martin also started up the
Kāpiti Coast Community Support Network group on Facebook.  Worked with
community groups including Grey Power during the early stages of Lockdown.
Some issues around park access during Lockdown and Martin had helped to ensure
parks were taped off.  Martin believed retirement homes had been on top of things
before and during Lockdown.  Martin also helped Team Medical during this time in
terms of definitions around how essential services were defined.

Martin also mentioned Alison Law and her team doing a great job during Lockdown.

Kevin mentioned that KCDC did a great job during Lockdown.   Kevin noted we now
have quite detailed information around emergencies, not just Covid-19 and this
needs to be collated and shared.  Noted good community spirit during Lockdown.

Jacky noted there was a lot of regulations around rest homes in that residents were
had not been allowed to leave and this had caused much anguish amongst
residents.  Jacky encouraged people to join the Retirement Villagers’ Association to
try and get action taken around treatment of retirees living in villages.   Jacky noted
the building code was an issue and stated that villages currently fall under the
Residential Building Code but believed they should fall under the Disability Code as
retirement villages are not always suitable for anyone with disabilities.

Claire (who was part of the Welfare Team) during Lockdown spoke.  Lockdown was
a State of Emergency and KCDC were informed by Central Government as to what
to do.  Claire mentioned how great the KCDC IT team were in getting staff set up at
home.  The KCDC Welfare Team were split into teams to handle different aspects of
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Lockdown.  As part of Claire’s Lockdown remit she contacted essential services in
the area and liaised with these.  Kara headed a team which navigated many of the
calls that came into the Welfare Team.  Claire even went to the extraordinary length
of shopping for families who did not have enough food, although she wasn’t an
essential worker per see, as there were no other people to do this.  KCDC took much
advice from national emergency organisations but this sometimes took a few days as
was a totally unprecedented event.  Welfare Team were overwhelmed with people
who wanted to help but unless deemed an essential worker this wasn’t possible.
Lockdown was a very fluid situation and this had to be worked through in
unprecedented times.  Iwi – te Atiawa did some amazing work in the community,
over and above the call of duty.  Claire encouraged people to share their stories
around Covid-19.

Margaret had contacted all veterans via Ōtaki RSA during Lockdown.  Many sad
stories could be told.

Carol Evans – asked about what happened to people who hurt themselves during
Covid and spoke specifically about a woman with a knee injury. Claire believed the
woman Carol had spoken about would have been assessed by a doctor and deemed
to be ok until the alert level allowed further treatment.

Kathy mentioned the advice of having three month supplies of medication but it
turned out that pharmacies were only handing out one month during Lockdown.
Margaret noted it was a supply chain issue and we need to do better going forward.
Question will be taken to KHAG next week as PHO are attending.

Jacky believed that as Kāpiti is one of the “older communities” in the country we
should be given some priority around medication distribution.

Trevor suggested that KCDC had stopped supporting Neighbourhood Support.
Claire responded to this that Neighbourhood Support is back up and running and
working with Age Concern on issues such as social isolation.  KCDC are assisting
with this.  ASK had been running this but has now been handed back to the
Neighbourhood Support national office.  Trevor asked if the processes during
Lockdown have been documented -  Claire noted this is an ongoing process.

7. Report back from workgroups

Age Friendly: Kevin noted that prior to lockdown Grey Power were going to do
some focus groups.  Grey Power has developed a survey during Lockdown.  Claire
handed out the survey for everyone to look at.  This is going out electronically to
members of OPC, Youth council and Multicultural Council.  Looking to publish the
survey in Kāpiti News however Claire is providing Kevin with a company that posts to
every address in Kāpiti and is awaiting a quote on this.  The survey is only a five to
ten-minute time commitment and encouraged everyone to take part and pass it on to
members of their families etc.

Kevin believes that what’s good for the older person is good for other members of
the community.  Would like a variety of ages to take part in the survey.  Survey
hopefully completed by mid-July/August then analysed and presented to Council
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whereby KCDC to take up the reins around some of the outcomes.  There will be
return boxes in libraries and community centres.  Closing date is 17th July but Kevin
is open to have this go a couple of weeks longer.  Claire offered to share the survey
with others.

Kathy noted that on page 3 of the survey there is a question regarding public
transport to health services and bus and train timetables.  Kathy noted that all
Community Board Chairs have a meeting with Metlink next Tuesday and happy to
take the survey outcome on this question to them then.  Not all surveys will be back
by this stage but a trend may be apparent and Kevin will liaise with Kathy on this.

Events: nothing at this stage.

Policy & Submissions: nothing at this stage.

8. Round the Table

Margaret Finlayson introduced herself briefly as a new member.

Shirley – Cameo to reopen next week.

Beverley – noted that during Covid there was excellent communication from Council,
and, in particular, Claire’s email asking if OPC members knew anyone who needed
assistance.  Beverley’s sister was the co-ordinator of Meals on Wheels who noted
that anyone over 70 was unable to deliver during Lockdown.  Noted that 50 of the 60
Meals on Wheels drivers are over 70 so this hit them hard.

Trevor noted the potential invite to Uzabus to attend an OPC meeting.  Kathy noted
Uzabus are attending the Metlink meeting next Tuesday. Claire asked Kathy to invite
the Uzabus representative to the next OPC meeting.

Claire thanked Bev for her contribution at Council on behalf of OPC.

Martin had attended a meeting with Age Concern – noted Age Concern had phoned
a lot of people and each person contacted had in fact had someone contact them
during Lockdown.  Martin was just concerned that this level of contact may not last.
Martin acknowledged Claire and Kara’s hard work during Lockdown.

Bernie thanked everyone for attending the meeting.

9. The meeting came to a close at 3pm

Next meeting date: Wednesday 29 July 2020
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